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English
English is one of the most widely spoken languages in the world, with the third-highest number of

speakers globally, behind Mandarin and Spanish.  English is also the most widely-learned second
language in the world.  In the image above, countries colored in dark blue are nations that have
English as a native language, and countries in light blue represent nations where English has an

official status or widespread usage.

Population of native speakers:  400 million (2016)

Population of secondary speakers:  600 – 700 million (2016)



French
French is a global language, spoken across the world by approximately 77 - 110 million native

speakers and 190 million as a secondary language.  French has a long history as an international
language of business, diplomacy, literature and science, and is an official language of many

international organizations such as the United Nations, the European Union, NATO, the World Trade
Organization and the International Olympic Committee.  In the image above, nations or provinces

marked in dark blue have French as a principal language, and nations in lighter blue list French as an
official or secondary language.  Green marks represent small communities of French speakers.

Population of native speakers:  77 - 110 million (2016)

Population of secondary speakers:  190 million (2016)



German
German is a language spoken principally in Central Europe in the nations of Germany, Austria,

Switzerland, the South Tyrol region of Italy, and Liechtenstein.  It is also listed as an official language
of Luxembourg, Belgium and Namibia.  It is the most widely spoken language in the European Union,

the third most widely taught foreign language in the United States and the European Union after
Spanish and French, and is ranked fifth in terms of annual publication of new books.  German is a

member of the Germanic language family, as is English.  In the image above, countries colored dark
blue represent nations using German in an official or native capacity, and the light blue colored

areas represent nations recognizing German as a minority language.

Population of native speakers:  95 million (2016)

Population of secondary speakers:  75 - 100 million (2016)



Elefen (Lingua Franca Nova)
Lingua Franca Nova, otherwise known as “Elefen”, is a constructed language created by C. George

Boeree and released to the Internet in 1998.  Since then, it has been contributed to, honed and
adapted by a community of speakers, and work is continually done to add words to the dictionary.

The vocabulary of Elefen is based on the Romance languages of French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish
and Catalan, and the grammar is highly reduced, regular and similar to Romance creoles.  As a result,

it lacks the more difficult aspects of traditional (natural) languages, such as irregular verbs and
inconsistent spellings.

The image above is the flag of Elefen.

The population of speakers is always increasing, and Elefen is a practical and fun tool to explore the
possibilities of extremely efficient and simple communication.  Elefen was designed to be extremely

easy to learn and can even be rapidly learned by children.  Additional information can be found at
elefen.org.

Aprende lo e deveni un elefeniste!

(Learn it and become an elefenist!)



The format of the book:

• The word items are color-coded to reflect their roles in the sentences.  You can use this color 
coding to easily decode what a given word is in the other listed languages.

• The first sentence is an English sentence.
• The second sentence is in French, followed by a sentence in parentheses that attempts to 

describe the pronunciation of the French sentence in a phonetic-style English.
• The third sentence is in German, followed by a sentence in parentheses that attempts to 

describe the pronunciation of the German sentence in a phonetic-style English.
• The third sentence is in Elefen, followed by a sentence in parentheses that attempts to 

describe the pronunciation of the Elefen sentence in a phonetic-style English.

About the pronunciations (phonetic English sentences):

As describing pronunciation is difficult, it is likely the author’s North American English accent will be
perceptible in the phonetic sentences.  If you live in an another English-speaking region, you may

find this pronunciation differs from your native accent.  Feel free to ignore or adapt these phonetic-
styled sentences if you find that another approach better suits you.

Two German sounds were hard to reproduce reliably using English-styled phonetics, thus:

• “ei” in the German pronunciations should be pronounced like “eye” in English
• “au” in the German pronunciations should be pronounced like “ow” as in “cow”, “frown” and 

“how”, but not as in “mow” or “tow”

The attempted pronunciations are meant to be close enough to be understood by the speakers of
that language, but further refinement or study might be needed to sound “native.”  These

sentences are mostly meant to open the door to the other languages so you can say things right
away and be understood, even if they are missing some nuances.


















































